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Introduction

In a previous paper [01], we showed that all the possible fiber space structures
on a Calabi- 'lau threefold fall into six different classes defined by certain intrinsic
properties of the ample cone of the threefold. A special case is the dass of fibration
of Type I 10 . A fibered Calabi-Yau threefold is said to be of Type I 10 if it is an
elliptic Calabi- 'lau threefold whose base space is anormal, projective, rational sur
face with only quotient singularities and numerically trivial canonical Vveil divisor.
Such a base space is a log Enriques sllrface in the terminology of [2]. These are

classified by the global canonical covering 1r : ltV ---+ vV ([1(a3]) of the base surface,
for which we have either

(1) W is a smooth abelian surface ; or,

(2) l'V is a 1(3 surface with only rational double points as its singularities.

A fibered Calabi-'lau threefold is called of Type IloA if it is of Type 110 and the
global canonical cover of the base space is an abelian surface.

The purpose of this paper is to show that, up to isomorphism of fiber spaces,
there are only finitely many Calabi- 'lau threefolds of Type IloA. This gives partial,
but non-trivial, evidence to support Gross' hope, that the family of elliptic Calabi
Yau threefolds in the biregular sense is finite ([Gl).

For the precise statement~ we briefly recall Beauville's example.

Beauville's Example {[B], (2.2». Let E( be the elliptic curve whose period is
tbe primitive third root of unity ( in the upper half plane and let E'2/ < ( > be the
quotient n-fold of the product manifold E'2 by scalar multiplication by (. Then,

tbe blow-up at tbe 27 singular points of (E~ / < ( » gives a smootl1 Calabi- Yau
threefold ..Ytj> and the projection Pr/> : )[4> ---+ E~ / < ( >, induced by the projection

P12 : EZ ~ E~, makes ..:\tj, a fibered Calabi- Yau threefold of Type IIoA.

Our main Theorem is as follows.

Main Theoretn ({3.1), (2.7) and (2.4». Tl1ere exist just fourteen different
fibered Calabi- Yau threefolds of Type IIoA, up to isomorphism as fiber spaces.
Moreover~ each of these is obtaincd from Beauville's example by a composition of
flops wbose centers are contained in tbe singular tibers.

An explicit construction of the representatives is given in (2.4) and (2.7).

Typeset by Afi,.1S-Tf)X
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In this paper, by a Calabi-Yau threefold, we simply mean a three-dimensional
minimal model ({KIvIM]) with trivial Cartier canonical dass. A priori~ we require
neither smoothness nor simply-connectedness. However, the rnain Theorem implies,

Corollary ({3.2)). Every fibered Calabi- Yau tbreefold of Type IIoA. is smootb,
simply-connected and bas no non-trivial deformations. In addition, any two sucb
threefolds are birationally equivalent. .

In particular, they are isolated in the family of Calabi-Yau threefolds and have
no "mirrors" in the usual sense. Nloreover, they have a (birational) canonical model
whose first and second ehern classes are zero. (See [S\V] for such threefolds.)

For proof of the main Theorem, apart fronl some standard techniques in minimal
model theory for threefolds ([Ka 3,4, I\:rvIIvI, Ko, f..11, R]), we use the theory of elliptic
fibrations developed by [Ka2, N1,2,3], the characterization theorem of abelian vari
eties by [KaI] and the characterization theorern of the particular abelian varietiesE, by [CC].

The organisation of this paper is as follows. After preparing some easy facts on
fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds of Type I 10 and special abelian varieties in §1, we
study the flop phenomena associated with Beauville's example in §2. Finally, in §3,
we apply general theories listed above to prove the main Theorem.

The author would like to express his best thanks to Professor F. Catanese for
showing the author the important Lemma (lA), to Professor Di-Qi Zhang for his
fruitful discussion on log Enriques surfaces, to Professor A.F. Swann for his many
valuable comments and to Professor F. Hirzebruch for giving hirn an opprtunity to
visit the lvIax-Planck-lnsitut für Ivlathematik. This work was done during his stay
in the institute. The author dedicates this article to his wife Eiko in comemoration
of their marriage.

In addition to the standard notation in [1(1'111/1], we employ the following:

Notation.
( is tbe priInitive third raot of unity in the upper half plane;
E, := C/(71 + Z() is the elliptic curve with period (;
E( is the abelian variety defined as n-times direct product of Ee.;
By Qo, Ql and Q2, we denote the following tllree-torsion points in E(, Qo := 0,

Ql := (1 - ()/3, and Q2 := -(1 - ()/3 ;
A := {O, 1, 2} and Anis the n-times direct product of the set A;
For (i 1 , ••. , in) E An, we denote by Qi 1 ••• in the point (Qi 1 , ••• , Qin ) in E,;
By Q(n) we denote tbe subset {Qi t ... inl(il, ... ,in) E An} of E(;
By ( : E, --t E" we denote the automorphism of E( defined by scalar mul

tiplication by ( (on tbe universal covering space Cn
) with tbe origin a point in

Q(n);
(Note that the action of ( does not depend on this choice of the origin.)
For a subset B in a variety V, we put Aut( \1, B) := {f E Aut(V)lf(B) = B};
When a group G acts on a set 5 faithfully, we put 5 c := {s E 5Ig(s) = s for

some 9 E G - {I}} an cl S9 := {s E 519 (s) = s} for 9 E G - {I};
For an equivalence relation'" on a set 5, by a minimal complete set of repre

sentatives (resp. a complete set of representatives) for the quotient space S/ "', we
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mean a subset lvI of S such tbat IlvI n C3 1 = 1 (resp. M n C~ f; 4;) for every orbit
C~ of tbe relation;

By "'F, we denote an isomorpbism as fiber spaces.

§1. Preliminaries.

In this seetion, we shall note same easy facts on fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds
and special abelian varieties, needed in the sequel.

In this paper, by a Calabi-Yau threefold, we simply mean a three-dimensional
minimal model([KIvIM]) whose canonieal divisor is Cartier and linearly equivalent
to zero. In partieular, any Calabi-Yau threefold is assumed to be projeetive. A
proper surjeetive morphism <I> : ..X: -t ~V with eonneeted fibers is ealled a fibered
Calabi-Yau threefold of Type 110 if )( is a Calabi-Yau threefold and ltV is a log
Enriques surfaee ([Z]), that is: a projeetive normal rational surfaee with only quo
tient singularities and nUlnerieally trivial eanonieal '''eil divisor l\.Plv . Note that a
general fiber of q> is a smooth elliptie eurve and that the eanonieal class 1{lV is
Q-linearly equivalent to zero. By l(I'V), we denote the global canonical index of I/V
which is defined as minin E Z>oICJ~v(n!\.Plv ) ~ Ow}.

Fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds of Typello are classified further into the following
two sub-classes via the global canonieal covering of the base surface W,

1r : W := Specow (EB[~~)-l O\<v( -'i!(~v)) ----+ I'V:

(1) ltV is a smooth abelian surfaee ;
(2) Hr is a K3 surfaee with only rational double points as its singularities.

For the global canonical covering, see [I\:a3, Proposition 1.7]. A fibered Calabi-Yau
threefold is ealled of Type IIoA if it is of Type 11o and the global eanonieal eover
of the base space is an abelian surface.

Lemma (1.1). Let <I> : ..J[ ----+ vV be a Eibered Calabi-Yau tbreefold of Type 110 .

Then, for every point w E IV - Sing(Hl), the scheme theoretic fiber q>-l (w) is a
smootb elliptic curve. In particularJ q>(Sing(..Y)) is contained in Sing(vV) and q> is
smooth over I/V - Sing(l'V).

Proof. Since !(x and !{lV are Q-lineady equivalent to zero, the canonical bundle
fonnula implies that q> is smooth except over a finite set of points of W (ef.[N1],
[01]). Thus, there is a polydisk ß2 around eaeh w in I,V - Sing(lV) such that <P is
smooth over 6.2

- {w}. Now we may apply [N2, Nlain Theorem] to get the result.
q.e.d.

Lemma (1.2). Let cI> : .;\ ----+ VV be a fibered Ca1abi-l'~au threefold of Type 110.
Then, the global canonical index of I'V is either 2, 3, 4J 6 or 12.

Proof. It is suffieient to show that O~v(12!(\<v) is isomorphie to CJ~v. The proof is an
easy modifieation of [N4, Proposition (C.1)]. Let J-l : 11 -t ltV be aresolution of ~V
such that the exceptional divisor E := jt-t (Sing(Hl)) is a simple normal crossing
divisor. By Lelllma (1.1), we find a smooth projective threefold Y, abirational
morphism v : }~ ~ .;\'" and a proper surjective lllorphism g : Y ----+ V such that

(1) cI> 0 v = Il 0 g and
(2) vlvo and /-LI vo induee an isomorphism

(q>o: ..\.o -t Hl'O) ~F (go: }~o ----+ V O),
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where vVo := W - Sing(vV), VO := V - E, .\'"o := q.-I(WO), y~O := g-l(VO),
q.0 := q.1.YOand gO := gl}'~o. Note that, by [I(a2, Theorem 20], the J-function,
J : VO ~ C extends uniquely to the lllorphism, J : V ~ r l . Since E is
negative definite and J*( -00) is a nef~ effective divisor supported in E, we have
J -1 ( - 00) = t/> by the negative defini teness of E. In particular, J : V ~ r 1 is
a constant map. Thus, the canonical bundle formula ([Ka2: Theorem 20]) implies
(g*w''r"jv)0 12 ::::: Ov(E' ), where E' is an effective divisor supported in E. Combining

this with the isomorphism given by (2), we get, (W~lo2)-I ::::: ((q.O)*Wxonvo )012 :::::

OlVO. This implies the result. q.e.d.

Corollary (1.3). Let<I>:)[ --+ ~V be a fibered Calabi-1!"au threefold ofType lID.

Assume that the global canonical cover I/V of I/V is a smooth surface. Then~ the
global canonical index of v-V is three.

Proof. Since the set of non-Gorenstein points cf HT is a non-empty, finite set, the
global canonical index is not divisible by two. q.e.d.

Lemlna (1.4). Let A be an '11.-dimensionaJ abelian variety with an automorphism
(f written as (Zl , ... , Zn) I---? ((Zl, ... , (Zn) for some global coordinates (Zl, ... , Zn) on
A. Then, A = E, and (' = ( (under an appropriate identifi.cation of the origins).

Proof. This is nothing but a special case of [CC, Proposition (5.7)]. q.e.d.

Lemlna (1.5).
(1) (E,)< = (E, )«> = Q('11.).
(2) Aut(E, l Q('11.)) acts transitive1}r on Q(n).

(3) A.ut(E" Q('11.)) n A.ut(E" {O}) acts transitivel}' on Q('11.) - {O}.

Proof. direct calculation. q.e.d.

Consider the following set consisting of subsets of A2 = {O, 1, 2} 2:

(1.6 )

11 IIoA :={fjJ,A2
, {(O,O)}, {(O,O)}C, {(O,O),(l,O)}, {(O,O),(l,O)}C,

{(0,0),(l,O),(2~0)},{(O,O),(l,O),(O,l)},

{CO, 0), (1,0), (2, O)}C, {CO, 0), (1, 0), (0, l)}C,

{(O, 0), (1, 0), (0,1), (2, On, {CO, 0), (1, 0), (0,1), (1, I)},

{(O, 0), (1,0), (0,1), (2, O)}C, {CO, 0), (1,0), (0,1), (1, l)}C},

w here {.} Cdenotes the complement of {.} in A2 .

For a subset a of A2
, we denote by Qa the corresponding subset of Q(2) under

the bijection A2
H Q(2) defined by (i,j) H Qij (for exaluple, Q{(O,O),(l,O)} =

{Qoo, QIO})'

Lemlna (1.7). Let II be tbe set of all subsets of Q(2). Tl1en, the subset II min =
{.Q a la E 11 I 10 A} gives a minimal campiete set of represen ta türes for the orbi t space
II/A.ut( E~ 1 Q(2)).

Proof. Let us write II n for the subset {R E IIIIRI = n}. Note that Aut(EZ, Q(2))
aets on each IIn' If {R 1, ... ~ Rk} is a minimal complete set of represent atives for the
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orbit spaee 11 n / Au t(E~, Q(2)), then {R~, ... ,RiJ gives a minimal complete set of
representatives for the orbit spaee II9- n / Aut(E~, Q(2)). SO we need only eonsider
the eases n = 0, 1,2,3 and 4. However, when n is 0, 1 or 2, the result is trivial. From
Lemma (1.5)(2),(3), we see that {{ Qoo, QlO, Q20}, {Qoo, QlO, QOl}} is a eomplete
set of representatives for the orbit spaee rr3/Aut(E~,Q(2)). Observe that Xl +.){2 +
)[3 +Xl =f:. "'\1 for {"\1' .Y2, "\3} = {QOOl QI0, QOl} while Qoo +QlO + Q20 +Qoo =
Q00 . Thus this set is minimal beeause any element 9 in Aut(E2 'Q (2)) satisfies
g(Pl +Pz +P3 +P4 ) = g(P1 )+g(P2 )+g(P3 )+g(P4 ). A similar argument together
with a eonerete ealculation shows that {{Qoo, QlO, QOl, Q20}, {Qoo, QI0, QOl, Qll }}
is a minimal eomplete set of representatives for the orbit spaee II4/A.ut(E~,Q(2)).
q.e.d.

§2. Standard Inodels of fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds of Type IIoA.

In trus seetion, we shall eonstruet some fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds of Type
lIoA tram the abelian threefold E~ ((2.1),(2.3)) and classify them up to isomor
phism as fiber spaees ((2.7)). The resulting eomplete representatives will turn out
to be all the non-isomorphie fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds of Type IIoA ((4.1 )).

Let P12 : E~ -+- E~~e the projeetion to the first two factors. Note that

P12 0 ( = (0 PIZ. Let b : E( -+- E, be the blow-up of E~ at the 27 points Q(3)(=

(E~)<) and let Eijk be the exceptional divisor eorresponding to Qijk( E Q(3)). The

multiplieation map ( ind~ces the automorphism '( of E, with (!Eijk = idEij/c. For

simplicity, we denote by ? the proper transform of ? under b (this does not apply

to the Eijk).

Definition (2.1) . .\cP is the quotient threefold E,/ < (' >~ B is tbe quotient
surface E~/ < ( > and PcP : )(cP --. B is the morphism induced by P12·

Proposition(2.2).

(1) ((B]) ...Y cP is a smootb, simply-connected Calabi-l/au threefold witb no de
formations, that is, h2,1(.ycP ) = O.

(2) PcP : X cP -+- B is a fibered Calabi- Yau threeEold oE Type IIoA whose
non-singular fiber is isomorphie to the elliptic curve E,. Tbe map PcP
only has singular fibers over the 27 points Qij( E B) and (PcP )-1 (Qij) =
lij u Eijo U E ijI U E ij2 , where Qij is tbe image oE Qij, lij(~ r 1) is the- -image oE {Qij} x E, for (i, j) E A2 and E jjk (~ JF2) is the image of Eijk for
(i,j,k) E A3

. J\JIoreoverEijk does not meet Eijkl ifk =f:. k', and Eijk meets
lij transeversely at one point (see figure 1).

(3) NX~ll;j = Olij( _1)812 and NX~IE;j/c = OE;j/c( -3).
(4) The only isolated rational cur\re in (PcP) -1 (Q ij) is Lij .

Proof. Since the construction is concrete~ everything stated in (2.2) may be checked
directly, except possibly for the first equality in (3). But this is also immediate.-Define Ti to be the image of {Qd x Er Then Lij C Ti and (Lij )}j = -1 and we get
the exact sequence
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o-+- O'ii (-1) -+- lVx~llii -+- 1VX4>ITi Ilij -+- O.

Combining this with the equality Cl (1VX 4> I'ii ) = -2, we get the result. q.e.d.

By (2.2)(3), we ean apply the elementary transformation on ..\.t/> along lij to get
another smooth threefold.

Definition (2.3). JfT is a subset of A2~ then )(T is the threefold obtained fraln
.Yt/> by the elementary transformation along U(i,j) ETlij and PT : "XT -+- B is the
morphism induced by Pt/>.

Proposition( 2.4).

(1) ){T is a smooth, simply-connected Calabi- Yau tllreefold ivith no deforma
tions.

(2) PT : "\T -+- B is a fibered Calabi-l'~au threefold of Type I IoA wbose non
singular fiber is isomorpllic ta the elliptic curve E<. The nlap PT onl}' has
singularfibersovertlle27pointsQij(E B), (PT)-I(Qij) = lijUE1"joUEijl U

Eij2 , if(i,J) f/. T, and (PT)-I(Qij) = l~j U E:jo U E:jl U E: j2 , if(i,j) E T,
where l~j(~ !PI) is the proper transform of lij and ELk(~ IE't) is the proper
transform of Eijk, for (i,j) E T. lvIoreover, for (i,j) E T, an." two of E: jol
Ei j1 and Eij 2 meet transeversely along l~j' l~j is tbe negative section of Eijk
and lVXT W. = 0[1.. (-1 )6"12 (see figure 2J.

') 'J

(3) The onl}' isolated rational curve in (PT) -1 (Q ij) is ei tller Iij 1 if (i, j) Ff. T, 01'

li j , if (i, j) E T.

Proof. Everything except for the projectivity of ){T is obvious by the construction.
Unfortunately, the projeetivity of a threefold is not necessarily preserved under
elementary transformations (cf.[02, Theorem1) for an odd counter example). How
ever, in our ease, the next Lemma (2.5) will guarantee the projectivity. In fact, once
(2.5) is proved, the divisor LT constructed in (2.5) gives abirational contraetion
f := <I>lnLTI : ")(l/J -+- Y := 17n<I>]nLTI(.Yl/J) C IPdimlnLTI, for a large n, such that
Exc(f) = U(i,j) ET lij . This iInplies the projectivity of "\T beeause L:(i,j)ET -Eijo is
relatively ample for the induced birational eontraetion f' : )(T -i' y~ C pdimlnLTI.
q.e.d. up to (2.5).

Leluma(2.5). Tbere is a divisor LT on ){</> such that

(1) LT is nef and big, and
(2) {C C .X"l/JIC.LT = 0, C is an irreducble curve} = {lijl(i,j) E T}.

---Proof. Consider the smooth surface Rk in ..Y</> defined as the image of E~ x {Qk}'

It is clear that R k is a section of p4J over B O := B - U{i,j)EA2Qij and that Rk n
(pl/J)-1(Qij) = mijk, where mijk := RknEijk(~PI). Note that (mijk)kk = -3 and
(mijk)'i:ii

k
= 1. Since P4JIRk : Rk -+- B is aresolution of B with Exc(PoIRk ) =

U(i,j)EA2mijk and 3I{B "J 0, we can apply the adjunetion formula to get 31\.~RJ:: =
L:{i,j)EA2 -mijk· Let H := p~HB be the puH-back of a sufficiently ample divisor
H B on B. Consider the divisor LT := H + 4R1 + 4R2 + 4R3 + Er, where E T :=

L:(i,j,k)E(A2_T) xA Eijk. First, we prove
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Claim{2.6).

(1) LT.I> 0, for any irreducible curve I C RJ....
(2) LT.I> 0, for any irreducible curve I C Eijk with (i,), k) E (1\2 - T) X 1\.

Proo/ 0/ (2.6). Using the equality RklR k = !(Rk == -(1/3) L(i,j)EA2mijk, we get

LrlRk =HIRk - L:U ,j)EA2 aijkmijk, where aijk are positive rational numbers in
dependent of the choice of H B. Thus LrlRk is ample on R k since HB is sufficiently
ample. So, statement (1) follows. Using the equality LT.! = ((HIEijk + h).I)Eiik'
where (i,j, k) E (A2

- T) x A and h E jOEiiJ:(l)l, we get the result (2). q.e.d. for
(2.6).

Proo/ 0/ (2.5)(1). By (2.6), Lr is nef for some Ha. Hence Lr is nef and big for
2Ha. q.e.d.

Froo/ 0/ (2.5)(2). Since the inclusion :> is clear, we show the other inclusion C.
Assurne LT.1 = 0. Then by (2.6) we get H.l = Rk.! = ET.l = Q. Thus l is contained
in a fiber over Qij for same (i,j) E T. If I i= lij, then (is contained in E ijk far some
k. But this implies l.Rk = (I.RkIEijk)Eijk > O. Thus l = lij for some (i,j) E T.
q.e.d.

Proposition (2.7). {PT: .YT --+ B)T E SlIIoA} is a minimal complete set of
representatives for the orbit space {pr: .\r --+ BIT E A2 } / r'V F.

Froof. \\Te can construct a surjective nlap Aut(E~, Q(2») --+ A.ut( B) by using

Galois theory and the minitnality of Er Thus (2.7) follows from (1. 7). q.e.d.

§3. Classiftcation of ftbered Calabi-Yau threefolds of Type IIoA.

In this section, we shall prove the main theorem.

Theorenl (3.1). Let 4> : )~ --+ Hl be a fibered Calabi- Yau threefold of Type
IIoA. Tben, tbere exists a unique T E nlloA ((1.6)) such tbat

(cI> : .Y --+ lV) r'V F (PT: )(T --+ B).

Combining (3.1) with (2.2), (2.4) and (2.7), we get:

Corollary (3.2).
(1) Up to isomorphism as fiber spaces: there are fourteen fibered Calabi- Yau

tbreefolds of Type!IoA.
(2) Every Calabi- lau threefold witb a Type IIoA fibration is smooth, simply

connected and has no non-trivial deformations. Moreover any two such
tbreefolds are birationally equivaJent.

In what follows, <P : }C --+ Hl is assumed to be a fibered Calabi-Yau threefold

of Type I [oA. Let us write rr : lF --+ I,V für the global canonical covering of I'V.

Lemma (3.3). Hf = E~ and I/V = E~ / < ( >, under an appropriate identification
of tbe origins.

Proof. Let< 9 > (= Z3) be the Galois group of rr. Take a point 0 in l'V<g> as

the origin of Hf and choose global coordinates (Wl 1 W2) of lV such that (0, 0) = O.
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Since dimW<g> = 0 and...J·w = (iW , where i = 1 or 2 and w is a non-zero
holomorphic two-form on 1V, an easy coordinate calculation implies that 9 is a
scalax multiplication by either ( or (2. Thus, (1.4) gives the result. q.e.d.

Since 7r is etale over WO := vV - U(i,j)EA27r( Qij) and <P is smooth over H/o, we
have the following commutative diagram:

(3.4). (Figure 3), where cl> : Z~ E, is a relatively minimal model of the induced

morphism <P' : ..\ X H' E~ --t E2 and ß ; 4Y X H' E~ - - ~ Z is abirational map

such that ß: ..Y x~v E~ - (<I>')-1(U(i,i)EA2Qij)::: Z - (4))-1(U(i,j)EA2Qij).

Thus, the same argument as in the proofs of (1.1) and (1.2) implies that all
the fibers of cl> axe isomorphie smooth elliptic curves. In paxticular, Z is smooth
and cl> : Z --+ E~ is the unique relatively minimal model of <I>'. Thus < (' >:=
GaI(C(Z)/~()[))~ ..?aI(C(E~)/C(W))=< ( > aets on cI>: Z --t E~ holomorphi

cally. Let cl> : Z / < ( >--t nr be the incuced morphism. The origi~al fiber space
<I> : ..Y. --t vV is recovered as one of the minimal models of Z / < ( > for which

cI> : ..Y. --t W agrees with ;p : Z/ < (' >--t l'V over vV - Sing(ltV). Hence the
following Lemma (3.5) together with (2.2), (2.4) and (2.7) implies (3.1) by virture
of the flop theorem for minimal threefolds ([I(a4], (1\0, proof of Theorem 4.9]).

Lemma (3.5).

(1) Z = Er
(2) (' acts on Z as scalar multiplication by (, for an appropriate choice oE the

ongw.
(3) (4): Z --t EZ) '" F (P12 : E~ --t EZ)'

Praa/. First, we shall prove:

Claim (3.6). Z is an abe1ian tllreeEold.

Praal 01 (9.6). We have already shown that Z is smooth. Since 1r is etale over
..Y - Sing( ..Y), the isomorphism Wx -Sing(X) ::: CJx implies Wzo ::: CJzo, where ZO :=

Z -U(i,j)EA~ (cl> )-1 (Qij). Thus CJz(J(z) ::: Oz, because dimU(i,j)EA2 (eP )-1 (Qij) = 1.
Put'H := (Rl 4>.Cz )00E2. SincewZ/E2 := PI('H) := (R1eP.GZ)-1 by (N3, Theorem

< <
(3.7)], we get (R1cI>.Oz)::: GEL Thus, from the Leray spectral sequence, we get

<
the exact sequence

o~ H 1( CJ E2) --t H 1( 0 z) --t HO ((') E2) --t H2(0 E2) --t H2 ((')Z ).
< < <

Note that H 2 ( CJ E2) --t H 2 (CJz) is injective because the natural composition
<

H~,2(E~) --t H~!2(Z) --t H~,2(D) is injective for any smooth, ample divisor D
on Z. This exact sequence gives h1 ( 0 z) = 3. Now, we can apply [I(a1, Main
Theorem] to get the result. q.e.d. for (3.6).

vVe now return to the proof of (3.5). Note that for each (i,j) E A2 , the SllloOth
elliptic curve Cij := (1))-I ( Qij) is stable under the action of (. The induced action

(ICij is then one of the following:

(1) (ICij = id.;
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(2) Cij ~ E, and (ICij : z ~ (z;
(3) qij ~ E, and (ICij : z ~ (2 z;

(4) (ICij is a translation of order 3.

Suppose (4) occurs for every (i, j) E A2 . Then Z j < (' > would be a smooth
threefold with 3I(z/«> ,......, 0 but I(z/«> f O. But this is absurd because I(x ,......, O.

Hence either (1), (2) or (3) occurs for some U,j) E A2 . Take a fixed point 0 of
(ICij and regard it as the origin of Z. Considering a local section around 0 and
using appropriate global coordinates (x 1 , x2 , X 3 ) on Z \Vith (0, 0, 0) == 0, we get the
following (global) descriptions of the action of ( on Z corresponding to the previous
possibilities (1), (2), (3):

(1) (: (Xl,X2,X3) ~ ((Xl,(XZ,X3);

(2) '(: (Xt,XZ,X3) ~ (Xl,(XZ,(2 x3 )j

(3) (': (Xl,X2,X3) ~ ((X1,(X2,(X3).

Claim(3.7). Neither (1) nor (2) occurs.

Prool 01 (3. 7). Assurne (1) occurs. Then, b)r [R, Theorem (4.1)], Z j < (' > has
worse sin~ularities than canonical singularities. Thus K,(Z/) == -00 for aresolution
of Z/ < (>. But, this is impossible. Assurne (2) occurs. Then, by [R, Theo

rem (4.1)]' Z j < (' > has only Q-facto!ial terminal singularities of index 3 with

K z/«> =O. Thus, both )[ and Zj < ( > are minimal models of C( ..Y). But this
is absurd. q.e.d. for (3.7).

Thus (3) occurs. Now we may apply (1.4) to get (3.5)(1),(2). In order to get
(3.5)(3), it is sufficient to show that cP has a section. Choose global coordinates
(ZI, Z2, Z3) on Z == E~ such that Z i gives c: global coordinate on the i- th factor E(

of E~ and (0,0,0) == O. Using the fact C& c (E~)' == Q(3) and (1.5), we can find
an elem,:nt h E Aut(E~, {O}) n Aut(E~, Q(3)) such that h(P) == Q100 for a point

p in C~ different from O. Put r.p == cl> 0 h- 1 and take Qij as the origin 0 of Er
Since r.p (0) == 0, c.p may be writ ten as follows:

where (w}, 'Wz) are global coordinates on E2 with 0 == (0,0).
Since Q100 == ((1-()j3,O,O) E (<.p)-l(O), we get all == a21 == °and (ep)-1(O) ==

E, x {CO, O)}. Thus {O} x E~ gives a section of ep. Hence h( {O} x EZ) gives a section
of 4>. q.e.d. for (3.5).
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